
Leadership St Vrain December 16, 2022: Classroom Leadership and Assessment 

Don Haddad’s welcome:


Update: Enrollment is up this year PreK-14 grew by about 406 students.  33,000 students now, 
build out to 73,000 students plan for growth in SVVSD. Probably prompt Bond initiative in 
2024. 


Advanced placement tests: close to 5,000 tests administering. Grown from about 300 in years 
past. 


100 year anniversary of Longmont HS band. Consistently winning state championships.


Athletics teams flourishing. New aquatics center being used a lot. Even underwater robotics.


Planning to expand online launch ed program to become a multi-district program- allowing 
access to different classes across the state who does not have access to certain classes. Run 
fully internally by SVVSD.


13 venture scholarship semi-finalists. Only 40 selected in the whole state of co


92.4% on time graduation traditional HS, 91.5 HS graduation non-traditional HS…. Grown from 
75% in past


Drop out rate under 1%


Mid year raise to teachers and classified staff (bus drivers, nutrition services, etc. ) Raise 
beginning this month, retroactive to beginning of school year. Anticipating another increase this 
spring-offering highest base pay for CO teachers. Allows SVVSD to recruit and keep the best 
teachers.


Accreditation system- (Audit)  consistently students living in poverty are scoring lower in 
schools. Makes the accreditation system inaccurate - poverty areas, schools receive a lesser 
rating - even in schools that are receiving the highest rating, students living in poverty are still 
scoring significantly lower. Accreditation system is more of a measure of how many students 
are living in poverty in that school system. Has nothing to do with the intelligence of our 
students or our schools. SVVSD aiming to increase opportunities for learning: PreK, K, 
Technology, etc.  Audit reported as “end of year” score when only tested 2 months before the 
end of the year- not a true reflection. (Audit labelled the system as ‘reasonable’ - not 
reasonable for: kids with disabilities, kids with ESL, kids living within poverty, etc- Don Haddad 
urging that our kids need more and need an accreditation system that serves all kids, leaving 
others left out- denying them opportunities. ). *As you read accreditation reports and data keep 
in mind there is a lot being left out about the disparities of the system. 

	 *Talk to legislators!!!  - Access CPR interview and Times Call interview with Dr Haddad 
re: talking points to bring up with legislators. Kerri McDermid would also be a connection- 
reach out to connect re: talking points with legislators. We are not advocating for accreditation 
or testing to be removed, just want to be sure it’s an accurate reflection of the schools. 






Question: Launch Ed expansion- how does this affect budget and teachers moving “outside 
the district” - A) We will get student “PPR” - we will be able to hire more teachers per students 
as needed, no negative impacts to budget. 


Todd Fukai: Superintendent of HR SVVSD 




























Kahle Charles/ Ann Reed: Discussing Student Achievement and Testing: 
















Diane Lauer  












